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ABSTRACT
GRADES OR AGES: K -12.. SUBJECT. MATTER: Literature..

ORGANIZATION AND PHYSICAL APPEARANCE: The guide starts with as
overview of literature topics for grades 4-12, followed by suggested
activities, a list of supplementary books for elementary grades, and
a table listing specific skills. Thc remainder of the guide deals
with ten cardinal concerns and the activities suggested to develop
the related skills: 1) vivid and precise reference; 2) structure--the
relation of parts; 3) the speaking personality; 4) patterns and
textures of sound; 5) voice and ear control; 6) eye movement and
discrimi1ation; 7) handwriting; 8) body and environment; 9) spelling
and phonics; 10) library techniques. The guide is mimeographed and
staple bound with no cover. OBJECTIVES AND ACTIVITIES: The objectives
are outlined in the introduction to each cardinal concern. Although
the guide includes general information for all grades, the detailed
activities described are at Grade 5 level. INSTRUCTIONAL MATERIALS:
Suggested key readings and supplementary books are for elementary
grades. A brief bibliography for teachers is also included. STUDENT
ASSESSMENT: No specific provisions are lade for ...valuation. (MBM)



DIMENSION It LITERATURE AND VALUES

Places to look for meaning and the delight in moaning
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LITERATURE AND VALUES: OVERVIEV or GIMES K-12

Notes After the central emphasis for the year arc listed suggest,ed unit

topics. Starred topics have been devel:ped in some detall to show various
means of unit preseatation and will be found on pages 50 to 69 in the
Wyomirg Curriculum Outdo.

Grade 4: Language gletivities that widen c-ur horizons.

Myths of Ancient Greece*
Myths of the Cheyenne*
Children in Other Lands
Tales of Fenny

Literature about the West
People in the West
The World of Animals

Grade 5: Language activities that make as a7quained with interesting
people and mac: others a:Ival.,-Aed with ua.

The American Folk Hev., Blography as Literature
The Sense of Adventure Estory as Literature

The Sense and Nonsense of Fables*

Graee (); Lnaginatire literature as an important means of insight into
reality, complementing but died.tict from the social and physical
sciences.

Fact and fantasy Other Land and Peoples
Myths of the Ncithland Ths Art of liography

The Call of Adventure*

Grade 7: Language activities that &Iva mearIng to aotiona and chains of
events--the organization of narative.

&sap* Stories* Historical Adventure
Romantic Adventure Biblical Narrative

Fantasy and Sciezus Fiction

Grade 8: Language activities that reveal and 'l.rify personal ideals and
values.

Courage
0.1res::a

Dedication*
Judging Others

Grade 93 Laagvage activities that reveal and olarify the tension° between
the individual and his envirounect.

The individual in Confliot, with SoLety
Pressures that Lead to Conformity
The Individual Drawing Strength from the Ideals of Society*
Pressures of Nature on Mar



LITERATURE AND VALUES: OVEKVIEW OF GRADES K-12 (cont.)

Grade 10: Pertioular literary forms with their specific pleasures and
advantages.

The Short Story The Essay
The Drama Pastry
The Novel*

Grads lls Language activities that express and illuminate life in America.

The American Conscience
The Constant Frontier
The Individual in America

American Diversity
Toward Democracy*

Credo 12: Language activities that explore distinctive modes (developed
in the course of Western civilization) of seeing deeply into
human nature.

The Tragic Vision*
The Satiric V.Ision
The Lyric Cry

The Sweep of Poetry (narrative)
The Search for Meaning in

Life through Fiction



(1)

Sub:tact Matter Emnhalgs Language octivities that make us acquainted with
interesting people and make others acquainted with us.

Curiosity about people can go beyond how different people live and what they
have done to such questions as, What is personality? What is character? How
does one really come to know a person? What is essential and what superficial
in judging a person's life? Both expository and narrative writing should be
read and done. The pupil should be able by this year to identify specific
literary types by name. Literary selections will be grouped in units; poetry
should be included in every unit.

Suggested Key Readings

In substituting koy readings, choosing additional readings, care should be
taken not to pre-empt key readings from a later grade. See the supplementary
list of Recommended Books for Blementlry Grades for suggestions.

:isaknFolkeroTheis a unit exploring the particular appeal of the folk
tale in America, with attention to its origins and relationship to
literature. Suggested Key Readings

"Pecos Bill" in Blair, Walter, Tall Tale AmeAca, Coward, McCann,

1944, or
Gilstrap, Robert, Tsn Texas Tale, Steak, 1964

The Sense of Adventure: a unit exploring the meaning of adventure, with
attention to suspense and plot, and to the wey adventure may bring out
charsoter. Suggested Key Readings (permitting correlation with Folk
Hero luit)

Pyle, Howard, Htra Adventures of Robin 110,200 Grosset &

Dunlap, 1952

dAggranhv as Literature: a unit exploring the lives of important and interesting
people, with attention to the ways the author helps us to know them.
Suggested Key Reading:

Graham, ShirlAy, B22klx IA yAgAnglawal Stualpi of Hand, Litd,
mg Mad, Julian Messner, 1955

Histom_as Litoraturt a unit exploring the literary values of historical
writing. Readings should be read for th^ir intrinsic literary value And
only inoidentally as they apply to the sooial studies work in Americas
history. Suggested Key Reading:

Carr, Mary Jane, Children Ihg weal ims, Thomas Y. Crowell,
1957
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SUGGESTED ACTIVITIES FOR CREATIVE THOUGHT AND AWARFNESS THROUGH COMMUNICATION

I. Listening as a means of learning

A. Attentive listener for information

1. Asking questions of the speaker

2. Noting sequence of ideas (stories, reports)

3. Following steps in a demonstration

4. Listening to American - English Language and noting different
dialects

:3. Noting key words, main topics, and subtopics in stories and
reports

6. Finding main ideas in a story, in a paragraph, in a report

H. Courteous listening

1. Develop positive attitudes in social situations

a. Telephone conversations

b. Conversation and discussion

o. Introductions

d, Dramatisations

2. Set up standards for good listening
- .

C. Listening for enjoyment and appreciation

;141

le Recognise huAor

04 In pc.ems

b. In incidents of a play or program

2. Set up standards for evaluating radio and T.Y. listening

3. Respond creatively to emotions of characters

a. Poem about a person

b. Story poem

o. Personification

de Tall tales

e. Personal experiences

f. Mike-believe stories



(3)

4. Elements of style

a. Sensory impression

o. LanKuaga patterns (dialects)

5. Mechanics of style

a. Tunes of American - English Sentences

b. Pitch at end of sentences

D. Critical listening

1. Recognizing nonverbal sounds--solnds of nature, music and a clock

2. Discriminate between fact and
stories and poems

3. Become aware of the difference
an opinion on a book

II. SpeakSng as a means to communicate

A. Forma of convoreation

1. Using the telephone

2. Making introductions

3. Working in committees

4. Discussing oleos projects

B. Teacher-guided round-table aiscussions--use discussion skills

0. Parliamentary procedures in group meetingsform a ulub

D. Ways of conveying information

1. Giving demonstrations

2. Giving oral reports

3. Relating experiences

B. Oral reading to interpre4 author's moaning

1. Poems

2. Books and stories

3. Heports and accounts

F. Storytelling

lIcy--true stories and make-believe

between fact and opinion--expreso



G. Dramatization

1. Give skits and short scenes

2. Use puppets

H. Choral reading

I. Mechanics of speaking

1. Use speech organs properly

2. Acceptable pronunciation of words--use dictionary skills

3. Vocal flexibility through variations in strolls, pitch,
infleotiol and rate

III. Reading

A. Reading two books on same topic for comparison

B. Individual reading encouraged

G. Finding books on wide range of subjects in the library

D. Reading newspapers, classroom magazines such as Weekly Reader

S. Oral reading of favorite selections to the class

N. Writing as a means of self-expression

A. Practical writing

1. Oral practice always premiss written practice

2. Making outlines - main topics and subtopics

3. Taking notes from one source

4, Methods of keeping records

a. Book news

b. Joke book

o. Scrapbook of poetry

d. File of information

es Minutes of a class meeting

f. Lists

g. Diary

h. Labels

is Advertiecaent

J. Autlbiograpby

87

(4)
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5. Friendly and social letters

a. Model of

b. Thank-you

c. Invitation

d. Announcement

6. Business letters and models

B. Creative writing

1. Wrtte original stories

a. Sensory impression words

b. Descriptive words

c. Using better words

d. Personification

e. Tall talus

f. True and make-believe stories

2. Write rhymes, limericks, and abort poems

3. Write scripts for dramatization

C. Skills of written expression

1. Avoid run-on sentences

2. Recognize and compose sentences

a. Declarative

b. Imperative

o. Interrogative

d. Ixolamatory

3. Identify subject and predicate in a simple sentence

4. Understand tunotion of words and 0,7ases as elements of a sentence

a. Verbs in sentence patterns

b. Uomasi Base, markers, and infleotional endings

a. Personal pronouns

d. Adjeotives

(5)



(6)

5. Write simple paragraphs with topic sentence and closing sentence

6. Use vocabulary

a. Roots of words, prefixes and suffixes

b. Homonyms, synonyms, rind autonyAs

c. Similes

7. Acquire habits of correct usage

8. Rules of capitalization and punctuation

9. Employ a systematic procedure for loarning spalaing

a. Steps in studying

b. Using the dictionary

10. Improve writing

a. Manuscript whenever appropriatecharte., signs, lairds, etc.

b. Cursive

Letter formation

(2) Spacing

(3) Size

(4) Slant

(5) Set standards

(a) Heading for papers

(b) Handwriting sample check

(c) Proofreading



5. Friendly and social lettere

a. Model of

b. Thank-yog

o Invitation

d. Announcement

6. Business letters and models

B. Creative writing

1. Write original stories

a. Sensory impression uorde

b. Descriptive words

o. Using better words

d. Personification

e. Tall tales

(5)

True and make-believe stories

2. Write rhymes, limeriCks, and short poems

3. W.lte ;scripts for dramatization

C. Skills of written expression

1. Avoid run -or. sentences

2. Recognize and compose sentences

a. Declarative

b. Imperative

o. Interrogative

d. Exclamatory

3. Identify subject and predicate in a simple sentence

4. Understand function of words and phrases ae elements of a sentence

a. Verbs in sentence patterns

b. Xcunsi Base, markers, and inflectional endings

o. Personal pronouns

Adjectives



(6)

5. Write simple paragraphs with topic sentence and closing sentence

6. Use vocabulary

a. Roots of words, prefixes and suffixes

h. Homonyms, synonyme, and antonyms

o. Similes

7. Acquire habits of correct usage

8. Rules of capitalization and punctuation

9. Employ a systematic procedure for learning spelling

a. Steps in studying

b. Uaing the dictionary

10. Impror; writing

a. Manuscript whenever appropriatecharts, signs, labels, etc.

b. Cursive

(1). Letter formation

(2) Spacing

(3) Size

(4) Slant

(5) Set standards

(a) Heading for papers

(b) Handwriting sample check

(c) Proofreading

its
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SUPPLEMENTARY BOOKS FOR ELEMENTARY GRADES (7)

Note* This listing is intended to be helpful, but not definitive or complete.
It would be impossible to list all the good books for ohildren. Cnnsequent4
absence of a particular title from this list is mush more likely to signify
oversight or ignorance than disapproval. The titles included, however, are
ones that have proven valuable at roughly the grade levels indicated. Books
listed under grade levels as Key Readings are not included in this list.

FOR THS TEACHER

Large Anthologies

Arbuthnot, MAy Hill, Anthology of Children's Literature, Scott, Foreoman Lid
Company, 1961. 3 vol. in 1 (includes Time for Poetry, Time for Fairy
Tales, Time for True Tales).

Johnson, Sdna and others, Anthology of Children's Literature, Houghton
Mifflin

Seshrist, Elizabeth, One Thousand Poems for Children, MacraeSmith Co., 1946

Untermeyer, Louis, The Golden Treasury of Poetry, Golden Press, 1959

Reference Books and Lists for Teacher Use

The Caldecott Medal Books

The Newbery Medal Books

Arbuthnot, MAy H111, Children and Books, Scott, Foreman & Co., 1957

Arbuthnot, May Hill, Children's Books Too Good to Miss, Western Reserve
Univereity Press

Huck, Charlotte S.- and Young, Doris A., Children's Literature in the
BlemehtarY Sctool, Holt, Rinehart, and Winston,INI7----

Larriok, Nancy, A Teachers' Guide to Children's Books, Charles S. Merrill
Co., 1960

Bulfinch4 Thomas, The Ail of Fable, Fawcett

Hamilton, With, Mythology, New American LibrarlY

42



POETRY,

Aldis, Dorothy, All Iozetber, G. P. Putnam's Sons, 1960

Arbuthnot, May Hill, Time for Poetry, Scott, Foresman

Association for Childhood Education, Literature Committee : Sung
Under the Silver Umbrella, and others in series, MacmfliE5
Co., 3.0-6

Brewton, J. SO, Under the Tent of the Sia, Macmillan

Brewton, Sara and John E., slag a 32a, of Seasons, Macmillan, 1955

Brooks, L., Johnny Crow's Garden, Warne

Brown, Helen A. and Melt, Harry J., Let's Read-Together Poems,
Row-Peterson, 1954

Browning, Robert, !godlier of Hamlin, Many editions

(8)

K-6

K-5

4-8

K-2

Cole, William, Humorous Poetry for Children, World Pub. 00,, 1955

De La Mars, Walter, Rio Verses, Holt 4-6

-old, Eugene, Poems of Childhood, Scribner K-6

Field, Rachel, Just prose the Street, Macmillan 3-6

, Tel Toadstools, Macmillan 3-7

Greenaway, Kate, Under the Window:, Warns K-6

Harrington, M. P. (comp.), I,4agalel2un4 4 Macmillan K-6

Hurfard, G. T, and others, AA o10 of Modern Vero. for Finoze
and Girls, Winston

, 4-6

Hughes, Rosalind, Latta Enjoy yot., Houghton Mifflin, 1966 4-6

Lear, Edward, The Corpleta Nonsense Book, Dodd, Mead, 1946

McCord, David, Far and Few, Little 3-6

Milno, A. A., Now WO Are Six Dutton K-4

When We Were Vox*/ kar, Dutton K-4

Mother Goose, illustrated by Tenggren, Little, Brown K

Roeeotti, Christina, 22%2 Macmillan K-6



(Poetry, cont.) (9)

Starbird, Kay, Don't Ever Cross a Crocodile au Other aug, Lippincott

Stevenson, Robert Louis, A 01401 ple*JacYlum, Oxford University
Prose

Thompson, B. J., Silver penniea, Macmillan K-6

Thompson, Jean McKee, roma to gica gat Beacon Press, 195?

Wemr, Jane, Qolden, 1222k 21: LA/Ex, Simon & Schuster 1-3

Withers, Carl, A ;locket in Ux Pocket Holt, Rinehart & Winston, 1948

Wood, Ray, .Fun In American 11924Rbymens Lippincottt 1952

ADVENTURE

Bennett, E. H., and others (comp.), Storied to Remember,
Silver Burdett

1222=4 Sliver Burdett 4-6ugh Bag

Blyton, Anid, Cautl4 QL 4dyentwee4 Macmillan 4-6

Burnett, F. H., Secret Garden, Lippincott

4-6every, Beverly, Aluapbbites William Morrow

Enright, Elisabeth, Melendv family, Holt, Rinehart 4-6

Fritst Jean, Iht Cabin gaud Mid, Coward, Wenn 4-6

Furman, A. L., Lag peadorta Adventure Stories, Lantern 5-7

Gates, Doris, 111m1 Willow, Viking Press 4-6

Garet, Shannon, Cowboy soots, Hastings House 4-6

Halt, Luoretia, IhR Commletepettykin fuer', Houghton Mifflin 4-6

Kjelgerd, Jim, bibtaz,Apuble, Holiday 4-6

MacGregor, Ellen, Min riokerell nui 12,1.4 AxpliA, Houghton
Mifflin 4-6

Mollooey, Robert, ligin Price, Viking Press 4-6



(Adventure, cont.)

Time to Wonder, Viking Press 4-6

Meloy, Anne, Shooting Star Farm, Houghton Mifflin 3-5

0,dell; Scott; Island of the Blue Dolphin, Houghton Mifflin 4-6

Pyle, Howard, M. Adventures of Robin Hood, Scribner

, Stolz of um Arthur and His Knights, Scribner

Ransome, Arthur, Great Northern, Macmillan 5-9

(10)

ANIMAL

Anderson, C. S., Eigilaurage Salute, Macmillan 4-6

Anderson, C. W., auk and Blaze (and sequels), Macmillan 1-4

Bailey, C. S., Finnegan II, His Hine Lives, Viking Press 5 9

Brann, Esther, Five puppies for Sale, Macmillan 2-4

Buff, Maiy and Conrad, Dash and Dart, Macmillan 24

Bulla, C. R., Star of Wild Horse gsms, Crowell 4-7

Brunford, Sheila, Ths Incredible Journey, Bantam 4-9

De Brunhoff, Jean, Babar and His Children, Random K-3

S of Babar, the Little Elephant, Random K-3

De Brunhoff, Laurent, Babar's Cousin, Random 1-4

, That Rascal Arthur, Random 1-4

De La Mare, Walter, Animal Stories, Scribner 4-6

Farley; Walter, The Black Stallion, Random 4-6

Frost, F. M., mkt Foot at the County fir, McGraw Hill 5-7

FUrman; A. L., ed., Young Reader's pstigoriss, Lantern 3-6

Gag, Wanda, Millions of 9112, Coward, McCann 1-3

SAUDY, and palm, Coward, McCann 2-4

1533 .
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(Animal, cont.)
(11)

Grahame, Kenneth, The Wind in the Willows, Heritage 4-8

Henry, Marguerite, Benlamin Wee and His gAI, Grimalkin,
4-7BobbssEerrill

Justin Morgan Had a Horse, Wilcox-Follett 5-8

Misty 42t Chincoteague, Rand McNally 4-7

, him g the mia4, Rand McNally 4-8

Jackson, Kathryn and Bryan, Anima], pabies, Simon & Schuster 2-4

Kipling, Rudyard, Ali vag Mowgli Stories, Doubleday 5-7

zhl Jungle Book, Doubleday 5-7

Lang, Don, Stra haa, Oxford 5-7_erz7

Lathrop, D. P., Bouncing Betsy, Macmillan 1-3

Iht Snail 02 an, Lippincott 2-4

Macmillan 2-41012 221114W,

Leaf, Munro, Gordon, Ibg 0.1I, Lippincott

Story EATUDAD41 Viking Prose 1-3

Lofting, Hugh, the Eki, Doolittle, series, Lippincott 4-6

McGinley, Phyllis, IlaHorse V112 MAI MIA rid= IR 3 IME,
Lippincott " 1-3

Iha Horse Vag Ling Upstairs, Lippincott 2-4

Malosey, Robert, mmi mAx 12E katlitigg, Viking Press 3-5

O'Hara, Murano, XL raw LW' 4-6

Salton, Felix, WILL Grossett and Dunlap

1W I



BIOGRAPHY
(Selected for Literary Quality)

(12)

Aulaire, Ingri and E. P. dl, Buffalo Bill, Doubleday 4-6

Bellagla Franklin, Doubleday 4-6

PA,1422a, Doubleday 4-6

gene oashIRA2n, Doubleday 2-5

----------, Lie the hmAz, Doubleday 4-7

averill, Esther, Daniel Boone, Harper

Bailey, 0. se, 0010 gm Your akt, Lippincott, (24 birthday
stories of famous men and women) 5-8

3011, M. E., ut Carson, Mountain Man, Morrow 3-6

Burt, O. W., Luther Burbank. au Wizard, Bobbs-Merrill 4-6

Butterfield, Marguerite, Little Elam Lyons and Carnahan 3-6

Elms, F. R., Bulklup of Our Nation, Whitman (explorers) 4-6

Foster, Genevieve, George Washington, Scribner 4-6

Franehere, Ruth, V1111, Cromwell 4-6

Holbrook, S. H., Ameriereg Ethan Al*, Houghton Mifflin 4-7

Kelsey, Vera, StKille&Men p Break, Heath 4-6

Stevenson, Augusta, Barton, pizi Nurse, Bobbs-Merrill 3-5
(Also others in series)

Toupay Sanford, Dul ourA, ,121a Explorer, Whitman 4.6
(Also others in series)

Wheeler Opel, and Deuehsr, Sybil, Sebastian algh, 112 Lama
ThlrizImit, Dutton 2-6

A7



FABLES, FANCY, FOLKLORE, AND FAIRY TALES

(13)

iOapaltral._.,21.kap ed. Joseph Jacobs, Macmillan K-3

Andereeb, H. O., Ihe emperor's Hex p12144g Houghton Mifflin 2-6

lam many editions 2-6him

at Du dad Tin Soldigi, Scribner 1-4

----------, Thumbelina, Putnam 3-6

__________, TAA Mgk Duckling, Simon & Schuster 1-4

Babbitt, Jataka Tales, Appleton (India, folklore) 2-4

Barrie, J. M., rakE ha, Grossett end Dunlap 4-6

peter ha and Wendy., Grossett and Dunlap 4-6

Boggs, R. S., and Davis, M. G., Dal Q214ea Oranges, Longmans
(Spanish) 5-7

Bratton, K. H., Talla 2: the Magic MirrQj, Gaston 3-5

Browne, Francis, Granny's Wonderful WALE, Macmillan 3-5

Carroll, Lewis, AliceAliaea Wonderland, many editions 4-up

4-up

4-6

Through &hi Looking glen, many editions

Goluma Padraio, mita maga= watlkigidi gad, Mammalian

Brown, Marcia, ed., and illus., Righ Whittington Asulhil ah,
Scribner 2-5

Stone Diu Scribner K-3

Garrick, Valery, nature Wm Lug Ihi Bugle, Lippincott 2-5

carryll C. 8., Anal Mai ffoughton Mifflin 2-4

Dsiglissh, Alice, hhaalLEJALALIgx Hale 5-7

De Valera, Sinead, Meng Blag gal Mai /Alb Fairy Igus
Dodd -Mead 5-7

Dolbier, Maurice, gat-glaidad, Random 4-6



(14)

(Fables, Fancy, Folklore, and Fairy Tales, cont.)

Douglas, Barbara, ed., Favorite French Fairy Tales, Dodd-Mead 4-6

Fish, H. D., Little Red Hen, Houghton Mifflin K-2

Gannett, R. S., Elmer and the Dragon, Radom 3-5

mx Father's Dragon, Random 3-5

Grahame, Kenneth, Reluctant pawn, Holiday 4-7

Grimm, J. L., and W. K., Eally Tales, many lditions 3-5

Jacobs, Joseph, Johnhz Cake, Putnam K-2

Lang, Andrew, Arabian ma, Longmans, Green 4-6

Little Red halm Hood and Other Stories, Longmans 2-5

LeFevre, Felicite, Cock, The Mouse, and The Little Red Hen,
Macrae-Smith 1-3

Maeterlinck, Maurice, Children's Bluebird, Dodd-Mead 4-6

Pyle, Howard, Pepper and Salt, Harper 2-6

Reeves, James, ed., English Fables and Fairy Stories, Oxford 4-6

Sandburg, Carl, Eaatakaga Stories, Harcourt 5-8

St. Exupery, Antoine de, The Little Prince, Reyna and Hitchcock 5-8

Thomsen, Gudruni, East of the Sun and West of the Moon, Peterson 4-6

AMERICAN TALL TALES

Bowman, J. C., Pecos Bill, Whitman 5-7

Giletrap, Robert, Ten Texas Tales, Steak 3-6

Malcolaaon, Anne, and McCormick, D. J., Mister Storm/Along,
Houghton Mifflin 6-9

McCormick, D. J., Tall Timber Tales, Whitman 5-7

Peck, Leogh, Pecos Bill, Houghton Mifflin 4-6



(American Tall Tales, cont.) (15)

Rounds, Glen, pit Paul, tne tilghtx La gar, Holiday 5-8

Shepard, Esther, Paul Bunyan, Harcourt 6-9

Wadsworth, Wallace, Paul Blaysp and Eikplus Ox, Doubleday 4-6

HISTORICAL
(Selected for Literary Quality)

Adams, S. H., Pow Luates, Random

Berry, Erick, E291, Straw Foot, Viking Press (Revolution)

5-9

4-7

5-8

4-6

,Ham

Brink, C. R., gyidie Woodlawn, Macmillan

Bu lla O. R., Ris ilj2g the &at, re s, Crowell

Secret galley, Crowell (Gold rush)

Carr, M. J., Children 1112 Covered Wagon, Crowell (Oregon Trail) 5-7

Coatsvortb, B. J., Boston polls, Macmillan (Revolution) 4-6

----------, First Admonture, Macmillan (Pilgrim) 3-6

----------, figg H01106, Macmillan (Westward expansion) 4-6

Dalgllesh, Alice, America Beglat, Scribner 3-5

----------, imusl Builds Ligats; Scribner

Courage §1111.4 Noble, Scribner (Colonial) 4-6

Wind, Scribner 4-6lugs al

De Angell, Marguerite, connerAugpoots, Doubleday 4-6

;Mr in p all, Doubleday (Middle Ages)

De Leeuv, Adele and Coteau, lides m House, Little (Westward
expansion) .; 5-7

Duvoison, Roger, Agg There Ise America, Knopf 4-6

----------, 1.0.2 EMI 4111 §1AL, Knopf 4-6



(Historical, cont.)
(16)

Edmonds, W. D., Matchlock Gun, Dodd-Mead 4-7

Hoff, Carol, Johnny Texas, Wilcox and Follett 4-7

Lenaki, Lois, Puritan Adventure, Lippincott 5-7

Mc:Meek:v.:, Isabelle, Jotirney e, Messner (Pioneer Life) 5-7

McNeer Msry, california gollEg1.4, Random 5-9

Meadowcroft, E. L, Silver for Gaming ashin inn, Crowell 5-7

Wage, Cornelia, Dutch Coh, Macmillan (Colonial) 4-6

Pauli, Herta, Lincolnts Little Correspondent, Doubleday 3-5

Toussy, Sanford, Jerry and the ropy Expre% Doubleday 3-5

Wilder, Laura Ingdlls, Iisd19 House, in the sig Woods, Harper

----------, On the Bankp of Plum Creek, Harper 3-7

----------, Farmer Sox, Harper 3-7

p The ghalg of Silver Lake, Harper 4-8

------- , The Long Winter, Harper 4-8

Little To ga the Erairie, Harper 4-8

---------, Met Happy Golden Years, Harper 5-up

Woodward, Hildegard., Jared's, Blessing, Scribner 4-6

OTHER LANDS AND PEOPLE

Africa

Miraky, R. P., ThArty-one Brothers an pistere, Wilcox

The Americas

Maohetana, F., ranuck, Eskimo §111 Pgg, Soribner (Alaska)

Polling, H. C., Paddle, Ul als, Houghton Mifflin (Canada)

4-6

4-6

5-7



(Other Lands and People, cont.)

Aerie, Irmengarde; Yta g9.3.14 Lippincott (Mexico) 3-5

2-4Vorrow, Elizabeth, painted Pig, Knopf !Mexico)

Kelsey, A. C., Ricardpg Hcrse, Longmans (Puerto Rico) 4-7

Clarke, A. N., Saritilg, Viking Press (Guatamala) 4,-6

Magic Mone1, Viking Press (Costm Rico) 4-6

§RamAt of the A11411, 'akin Press (South America) 3-5

LagAing for Something, Viking Press (South America) 4-7

Kalney, Francis, clamg, Milt Eau of the Wpm, Harcourt
(Argentina)

Finger, Charles, Tales of Silver Land, Doubleday (Central America)

Aeia

Lang, AndrewAzAbian Nights,, Longmans (Arabia)

Weston, Christine, plum, Thg Raving Pear, Scribner (India)

Lattimore, E. RO, Eat, Harcourt (China)

earam 1 Penh Bloom, Harcourt (China)

Liu, Beatrice, MAUI Ku thg Wermelemp, Follett (China)

Buck, Pearl, Qag ftellati Rgy., Lay (Japan)

---------7-, ElgAnts, flay (Japan)

Yasuda, Japan, Ches. Tattle

Europe

Auaaire, Ingri and Edgar, HaAtt MeNipm Doubleday (Switzerland)

Carlson, Natalie, A atztka Oxphgiineg, Harper (France)

Cla rke, Margery, rooriv, §ftA4 gaps, Doubleday (Hungary)

Picard, Barbara, wath kutada ADA TAW, Wok (France)

22v--
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(Other Lands and People- Europe, cont.)

Seredy Kate: The, Good Master, Viking Press (Hungary)

Spyri, Johanna, Heidi, Lippincott (Switzerland)

United Nations

United Nations, Department of Public Information, Gardsn We Planted Together,
McGraw Hill 3-6

MYTHS

Asbjornaen, Peter, Rorwegian Etta Taloa, Viking Press

BecksEthel, Lumni Indian Hoy Stories. Caxton

Benson, Sally, Stories of kat and Heroes, Dial

Brown, ibbie at pul a Giants. Houghton Mifflin

Coolidge, Olivia, Legends a the North, Houghton Mifflin

Holbrook, Florence, umaaii pf Nature hula, Houghton Mifflin

Hosford, Dorothy G., Thunder ire Ste, Holt

----------0 Sons a DI Lama, Macmillan

Longfellow, Henry W., &ma Hiawatha,, many edltions

McLean, Mollie and Wiseman, Anne, Adventures j Ibl Gres k Heroes
Houghton Mifflin

Penny, Grace, Tales a mai alma!, Houghton Mifflin

Shippen A wok, or Pegagus, Viking Press

bag gg F211ag, Longmans (Chanson de Roland)

Weeks, Rupert, fulitg go n, Ibla2151 gag, Vantage Press

White, Lan Terri, 221Ata Tsai= a Myths, and begsnds, Golden Press



Use this paper to write in detail how you used a successful activity to a
particular skill.

Na l j, Date

Grade. Cardinal Concern No. Skill No.

How to motivate:

Activities planned for:

Listening:

Speaking:

Writing:

How to culminate:

How to evaluate:

Comments:

24



'Wf11,r4,11%1PIONArAtemar.r.

DIMENSION II: LANGUAGE AILLS AND HABITS

Ways to Discover, Communicate, and Appreciate Meaning

25



PROBABLE OCCURRENCE OF SKILL LEVELS

(19)

Bach column below indicates the skill levels that one may reasonably expect
to soe achieved at the grade levels shown across the top. The circled levels
designate average pupils in the grade. Teachers are cautioned that this
chart represents only an estimate in advance of controlled experimentation
and evaluation.

Grade- levels,
K 1 2 1____4 5 6 7 8 9 10 11 12 11
10
3 3 46est efted

4 4 PLIP129

ad 5

5 11NY to
6 6

be

7 (lb 7 7 7
8 8 8 8

t 9 9 9 9 9
se,, 10 0 10 10 10 10 10

11 11 11 11 110..

.6'
,.>

12 12 12 12 12

ocy 13 13 13 13 13
% 14 14 14 14

4,,>. 15 5 15 15 15
1s 16 16 16 16 16

.?
N'...0

17 17 17 17
18 18 18 18.)

It, 19 19 19 19
eb 20 20 20
4 21 21 21

e'c:, 22 22 22
<;)

q
23 23

24 24
25 25

dirt, 26
Q) 27
'00 28

ks 'c6,

26 t N

14
2vgalar

Clasliee

21

12 12

13 13 13

14 14 14
15 15 15
16 36 16
17 17 17
18 18 18
19 19 19
20 20 20 20
21 21 21 21
22 22 22 22
23 23 23 23
24 24 24 24
25 25 25 25
26 26 26 26
27 2? 27 27
28 28 28 28

29 29 29 29
30 30 30 30
31 31 31 31.

32 32 32
33 33 33
34 34 34

35 35
36 36

37 37

(39

(40



TABLE OF SPECIFIC SKILLS

The table on the following pages is made up from the brief undulined helatAngs
that accompany each skill level in the preceding section of the curriculum guide.
It is placed last for a mason.

No heading of three or four words can indicate accurately the scope of a skill
definition to someone who is not already a3quainted with the full description.
Teachers are advised not to rely on this table to give them (by itself) even a
rough idea of what skills are included in the curriculum.

For those actually working with the curriculrm, however, the following table may
be a convenience in seeing relationships between different skills at a glance.

27



TABLE OF SPECIFY; SKILLS
Shaping Thought and Imagination Through.

( 21)

Skill
Lerel

Precise and
Vivid Reference

Structures The
Order of Farts

The Speaking Sound Patterns
Personality and Textura-

1 Primary Comae a ion

2
Multiple
vocabulary__

Speech as
sentences

People sound
different

Striking verse
latterne

3
Colorful eirilea
and comparisons

Story as
episodes

Talking shows
moods

Alliterator77;

Action sentences subject-verb
order

Need for rapport Phrasing

5
DescripUve
adjectives

Position of
adjectives

Forms of
courtesy

1

Vowel Colors

6 Adverbs for
completeness

Position of
adverbs
The simple
paragraph
Pronoun
smoothness

6701311111FEEOW"
sentences

Role playing Consonant
colors

Expressive The beat of
enemy poetry
Variety of Appropriate-
mood ness of soundBr- eTt-----117Fgrfol
potation intonation
UseUsaige occasions Variety in

sounds

7 specific modifiers

Example and
illustration
Strong nouns
and verbs

10
diving sensory
.a.uilities

Basic sentence
patterns

tive Position of op-
tional elements

Sustained lood Types of
enunciation

Modifier clarity Serials expansion Tapping the Variety in
unconscious phrasing

15iiii570.17F
pattern

Tons to suit Consonant types
purpose

Word history

14
Negress or
certaint

Ilternal signalin: Relanonship Vowel types
realian

15
mrs omen

exaggeration
Parts of
description

Paragraph
construction
Change of tense

Silvers Consonant
identity clusters
Pretended Sound
speaker reptitions

16

17
Types of metaphor Paragraph

continuit
Social dialects Alliteration

patterns

18 Relating to own
experience

P of p ses

(overt conflict)
Regional U. 3. Dialect
dialects sounds

28c,



(Table of Specific Skills, cont,)
Shaping Thought and Imagination Through. .

(22)

. Skin
Level

Pierian and
Vivid Reference

Structure The
Order of Parts

-,-

The Speaking
Personality

Sound Patterns
and Textures

19
Judgment and
descri tlon

Condensing and
expanding
Balanced
constructions

Character in
dialogue
Guaging --PUETSTErrO
authority__

Rhyme schemes

mplait0
Intonation for

Intonation for
emphasis

20
Hidden
assumptions--

21 Seeking common
e 9.rience

The cumulative
sentence

Guaging
candor ___attapdp

22
Topic
formulation

Expository
o.eners

Irony

23
Complex
escription

Narrative
o.eners

Attitude toward
the sub'ect
'agrees o
ena:smut
T e me es y-----'--717317.ro
confidence axis

Punctuation
theory
;riles 2---
motei

sneenh aaainst
meter

24
as ca on

definition
'r nc p es
of emhasis

25

Comparison an.
contrast

true ure or
comparison

26

iF-----Proeeas

Structure
analysis

Plot--internal
cohflint

Contrasting
viewpoints

The borderline
of verse and
.rose

analliFfs Structure of
definition
Parentheticals
for s.aci

Imitation and
parody
Types of narra-
tive vie .oint
Comp ex -----Tore
vie oints

Non-stanzaic
verso forms

--Manza c : yric
verse forms

se.uences

28 Cause and effect

29
Mood and
characterization

Narrative
structure

-

.30
A 9 par a o
arc nt

rangemen o

arc .,ant

"8y8 o .escr
1.: at le

u , ng MO Or

to content
--Tirg-Ftrell
__prominence
Variation in
Toren forms
Ambiguous
em hasia

31
8 par e o

persuasion
rangemen o

Persuasion
'ersuao ve one
and rapport
Plain and
ornate styles
Gracious and
servers at les

-- -----

32

)3

34

35

Extended
analoEias

Stanza and chapter
patterns
Concealed
transitions

--Tmplleation and
allusion
Paradox

.

Esthetic form
--sentences

Personal and
detached st les

n, vi uality
rasa r kthm

L8V816 of
meanir-

Esthetic form
--narrative

Casual an
formal at
Integration oe-----m
experience

n. ua y
verse

v.ua
texture

36
Fundamental
formulations

Esthetic form
--non-fiction

3' Overview and responsibility
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Langurge Transmission Through Control of. . .

1

Skill
Level

Voice
and ear

The eye Handwriting Body and
Environment

Spelling &
Phonics

Library
Techniues

1 Discrimin-
ates sounds

Recogn zing
shapes

Copy ng
shapes

s ening
silence

2
Consonant
n ati n

Word
awareness I

Large
writing

Handling
a book

3 Vowel
enunciation

Oral Writing
readin: ositton

Posture ----13no:a in
order
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Though ianuccr p
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'so a
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Pub is
library
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crutches legibility

Speaking
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Regular
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Alphabetic-
al order
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7
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----_-..

8

_____-,
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15
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documentatior
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19

28
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First Cardinal Concern: VIVID AND PRECISE REFERENCE

Introduction

The delight in vivid and precise reference may begin early in childhood with
the discovery that some words seem unusually alive, ,,trong, or apt. It calls
to mind the primitive solemnity over naze giving, over the awful and wonderful
power cf a word to capture force and :Irystalize it alive in the mind. It grows
into an appreciation and a thirst for rLahneris of content and for a feeling of
expanded awareness.

We are concerned here with the mental process that allows one person to awak9n
the rolevant pelts cf anther's experience so as to make his words "come alive."
For paradoxically, precision of reference is inseparable from one of the
severest limitations of language--the fact that the content of experience, the
felt reality, cannot be communicated. (When you speak to me of grass, it is
may experience of grass, not yours, that gives the word content for me.)
Language and life are not separate. Formulating my own meanings or understanding
someone else'sboth require the pouring of remembered experience into the forms
of won 's.

The skills that lead to delight in this process may be described as applied logic
and semantics. These involve questions of word choice (both in the sense of
"vocabulary" and of "diction"), but also of grammatical relationships: one
often sharpens a word's meaning by qualifying it or by involving it in a sentence
as subject, verb, or complement.

The skill levels below cover a variety of techniques, all aimed at helping the
pupil realize meanings more fully. Vocabulary growth must be encouraged only
as a reflection of increasingly sensitive and discriminating observation; the

person who says "honeylocust" and "maple" sees. more than the person who only
says "tree"; otherwise the vocabulary growth is an illusion. Gradually the
pupil bezomes adept at ;controlling degrees of generality and abstraction. He

notices and uses secondary meanings th7cugh metaphor., analogy, symbolism,
allegory, and allusicn. He cleveVp;) a preference for nouns that really name,
verbs that really predicate, and for modifiers that sharpen rather then dilute.
He develcps the logical skills of definition, description, comparison, analy3is,
and the like.

SkIll 6

Adw;ls for_comgetenese. The child can give statements a sense of completion
by including phrases and words that toll when, where, how, and why.

Tle child/en may be told of an even': from a story not yet read,
but described without any background. After reading the story,
the teacher can point out the places where words telling where,
when, how, or why helped them to visualize the event more clearly
and with more interest. Pupils can suggest phrases to improve a
hare sentence provided by the tette/3r (wno should rilentl:, accept
any that happen not to be, strictly specking, adverbial but do
tell when, whorephoL, or why).
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First Cardinal Concern
Skill 7

Specific modifierp. The child identifies people and places specifically in
speaking and writing, and looks for specific identification when he reads,
using (but not labeling) possessives, attributive nuns, and appositives. He

also uses proper names to avoid the necessity of specific modifiers and uses
capitals properly.

Writing an article for a schi;,o1 newspaper provides a setting for
naming people, places, and events precisely and identifying them
so that parents and other classes would know what is metut.

Skill 8

and The pupil makes general statements and opinions
more meaningful by giving examples and illustrations. In reading and listening
he recognizes the relationship between an illustration and the idea that it is
intended to illustrate.

In discussing a story, the teacher can ask questions such as,
"Do you think Pooh was brave? When did he act brave ?" Children
might tell what they thought other characters were like and give
examples. They might write down their ideas as a brief paragraph.

Skill 9

aggagumgalLexta. The child looks for Vivid nouns that can replace the
meaning of both a noun and a modifier, and similarly for verbs and adverbs.
In reading strange nouns and verbs, he "translates" them to himself by break
ing them down into a more familiar noun or verb plus a modifier.

Make a game of "packing words in a box." "Walking lightly and
quickly" can be packed in the box "tripping." A sense of logic
can be promoted by taking words apart, since the single vivid
noun is always a more rpecific word than the noun needing an
adjectiel A smile is a kind of look:-..a happy look.

Skill 10

Giving iiga_mry_solities. The ohlld uses words of ce2nr, texture, light,
shape, feel, odor, taste, etc. to give concreteness. He expects his listeners
and readers to visualize Oat he is dwribing. In reading he visualizes
strongly to help him realize and remember scenes, faces, objects, etc.

The child sbaald realize that visualizing often requires going
beyond the words to what is implied, or perhaps morely possible.
If "a man were pulling a boat up on the beach," what kind of boat
do you visualize? Do you imagine the sine from a distance or
up close? It may not matter) but the reader should be able to see
the scene in some way.



First Cardinal Concern
Sieell 11

(26)

TIL-5 pupil is able to recast linking verb sentences and passives

in we've fetm fcr in e-ee-ei vigor.

The teacher may demonstrate that a link sentence states a quality
rather than an action, but a:most, any quality involves action of
some sort ("He is a mail man." -- "He delivers the mail.") If tee-

linkine pattern is necessary, 6en so there is usually a more
eigoeoee one than to t,e ("The sky glowed purple in the west.")

Skill 12

MedifkereAaritz. The student shows by voice inflection and by conventional
punctuation which modifiers are intended as limiting (defining, restrictive)
and which as merely eemmenting (non-restrive).

Students may start with sentences bare of modifiers and build
them up, adding first one kind and then another. The distinction
between limiting and commenting (and correlated punctuation) should
be worked out for both phrase and clause adjectives and for
adverbial "because" clauses.

Skill 13

Word history. The student is able to make words more meaningful to him by
his awareness of their history. He 16 able to interpret the abbreviations in
the dioeionaxy etymologies. He knows some of the ways in which words are
originated. He is able to see how different literal and metaphorical sense
arise through changes in usage.

Word study is inseparable feem 8nglish skills at all timee, but
at thie level the student should become conscious of word history
as a connected body of facts and ideas. These should give shape
to earlier observations about words, and direction to his study
in the future. The teaoher should have a collection of words with
interesting histories on hand for students to look up and talk about.

Skill 24

prglinte.prilty-,. The sudent, makes frequent use of statements expressing
the eonditienel, the terpothetieal, the merely possible or probable. He weighs
degeees of eertainty in what he reads and suspects writing with too high a
proporti:In of flat bleekor-white statements. He uses the subjunctive correctly.

When writing, the student should notice that a doubtful or
hypothetical statement must be supported, jest as must a more
unequivocal one. Often it requires giving ewe evidence on both
sidesboth to support the probability and the doubt or reservation,
for instance.



First Cardinal Concern
Activities Skill 11

Listening - Read a paragraph to the thildren In passive voice

Road the same paragraph to them in active voice

Writing - Use 1967 American, Our Ivaimage wax

Use p. 7? "Using Linking Verbs*

Speaking - Have children make-up oral examples of linking verbs
(intransitive)

Following are some linking verbs:
to be to become to sound
to feel to appear to smell
to seem to taste to remain

Activities Skill 12

Listening - Put a noun (with which they are familiar) on the board

Have them contribute descriptive words

Writing - Have them write a paragraph being conscious of colorful
language

American textbook: pp.125-140

(27)

Speaking Have children read aloud the paragraphs from above (writing)

Skill 15
Understatement. exatesnalion. The atudont uses understatement, litotes, and
exaggeration at times to add force to his words, but with restraint and taste.
He is aware of these effects in his reading and listening and appreoiates them
without being *taken in,*

Good sports writing is a rioh source of exaggeration, and often
of understatement. Students can try their hand at it, then
discuss where suoh %rating is appropriate, and where not.

Skill 16
Farts of desoription. The student is able to use several approaches in describing
an object in order to realize its aature and meanir.g. He distinguishes these
approaohea in reading and listening for the sake of clearer and firmer grasp
of meaning.

Kinds of deeoription may include the sensuous (what is its appearance?),
the praotioal (what does one do with it, about it, or because of it?),
the hietoecal (what hae it done, gone through?), the emotional (how
do I feel about it?), the relational (what is it conneoted with?), and
the comparative (what does.it resemble, what contrast with?).
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Second Cardinal Concern: STRUCTURE---THE RUATION OF PARTS

Introduction

The delight in structure is based on the fact that all linguistic expression
consists of a succession of parts or sections. One can neither speak nor
listen, read nor write well if words become only a kind of continuous flow,
featureless and unmarked. Awareness of structure may come early with delight
in a surprise ending to a story, or in the frequent repetitions in such
children's stories as "Little Black Sambo," cr in the marvelous lists of words
in series in Charlotte's Web.

Notice that we are not talking now about lulcO structure. The logical
relationships between ideas are dealt with as part of vivid and precise
reference. But even when the logical relation between ideas is clear, one
must still decide in what order to pressn; them. One must decide haw to
signal the joints between them by transitiowl expressionsand hov to
maintain continuity between such jcints. One must knew when to pack meaning
tightly into a few words, when to relieve the density by less concentration,
when to repeateven, when to digress. One must decide how long to linger on
each thought and how to control proportions and timing for the sake of
emphasis and clarity. The reader or listener need not decide such questions,
but he must notice themwhich is sometimes the harder task.

In the Skill levels below, structure is treated at the level of the sentence,
the paragraph, and in larger unite of various types. Within the sentence
structural effects can be brought out by comparing alternative forms of the
same idea ("I was surprised at how quickly he recovered" versus "The quickness
of his recovery surprised me"). Specific forms of paragraph organization are
taken up together with types of transitions. Structure based on changes in
emotion, imagery, pace and the like is treated in connection with narrative,
dramatic, lyric, and persuasive forms.

Skill 6

122111421pf_g./eLbs. The pupil sees that when-where-how-why words can
ubually go in several different places in the sentence and should be able to
shift them around for better phrasing cr emphaes.

Wing color-coded word cards from earlier levels, the teacher
adds adverbial expressions on green cards. Children may be
invited to make sentences to find out where the green cards can
be used. When they discover most of them can be placed first,
last, or in the middle, they should be asked to choose the way
they think it sounds best and copy it, then make a story including it.
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Second Cardinal Concern
Skill 7

ThegirctsL2h. The o'qld is able to write a paragraph that stickd to
one topic, has a topic sentence, and excludes 6Lny extraneous detail. He is
able to find the topic sentence after reading a simple paragraph composed of
details supporting a general statement.

The teacher may plate three or four sentences on the board and
ask the class to decide what order they should go in to make a
good paragraph (topic sentence first). Cr she may place several
sentences on the board and ask the class to find the sentence that
doesn't belong.

Skill 8

Pronoun smoothness. The child uses personal pronouns to avoid undue emphasis
on an often repeated name, and for brevity. He avoids redundant pronouns
("my brother, he...") and knows that the reader should always be able to tell
easily what other wcrd the pronoun stands for. They should learn the personal
pronouns.

The t...acher may read a ehort passage full of repee.sd nouns to
show how silly it sounds. On the board, the children may experiment
with patting in pronouns, learning that sometimes a pronoun would
be confusing.

Skill 9

rakLi7tpgpwLi-tetne, The child avoids monotonous strings of short,
choppy sentence!, by combining them into longer sentences. In reading, he
understands long and complex sentences by breaking tLem up into several
short ones.

When the child meets a sentence that he cannot read with under-
standing even when he knows all the words, it can be put on the
board and the group can see bow many faots the sentence contains,
listing them as separate short sentences. Write them in order
and point out that now, although easy to read, the facts bound
choppy and babyish. See if the ohildren can put the short
sentences together--not back into one long sentence again, but
into perhaps two or three that are both easy to read and smoothly
phrased.

66



Second Cardinal Concern
Skill 10

(30)

Baaio sentence patterns. The child gives his sentences a firm and clear
structure, and grasps the basic structure of sentences when reading or listening,
through awareness of common patterns of subject -verb, and subject-verb-completer.
He can describe sentence patterns using "grown-up names" for parts of speech to
replace "naming words, N "doing words," etc.

Before learning sentence patterns, the pupil should grasp the notion
of sentence "layerems an inner (core, or skeleton) layer that is
the minimum needed to say something--not necessarily truer a second
layer which includes the first but adds whatever is necessary to
make it true (restrictive modifiers); and a third which adds the
optional "commenting" words. He should learn that subject-verb
agreement and the use of a few basic patterns makes layer one a
solid base to build the rest of the sentence upon. Patterns to be
learned might includes

Noun + action verb Rivers flow.
Noun + link + noun John is a boy.
Now + aotion verb + noun Billy saw a cnw.
Noun + link + essential) The ran are tired.

modifier The men are on the war.

Skill 3.1

position optional The student 1.16da descriptive modifiers and
parenthetical elements in positions which strengthen the basic sentence and
improve the sentence rhythm.

The teaoher may present a sentenon in which a long parenthetical
phrase separates subject and verb end ask group to find a bettv
place for it. This skill assumes that the sense of the baaio
sentence patterns is quite firm. The student should think of the
sentence so having three slots for optional words: ths beginnir.7,

in between pattern elements, and at the end.

Skill 12

series expansion. The student is able to expand the sentence by series
elements, using proper parallel oonstruotion. Seriee expansion should be
applied tl introduotory elements, subjeots, predicates, and closing modifiers.
The letudc.-% should notice that a series is generally more rhythmio and readable
if its elements are olauess or other groups of words, rather than single words.

In several sentences provided by the teacher to show faulty
parallelism, the students can pick cut and correot the non-parallel
expression. Students can practice describing objects in the room,
first with simple sentences, then with various series expansions.

Skill 13

pumaration pattern. The student its able to organize a paper of several
paragraphs by enumerating subtopics in the opening paragraph and then
announcing each one in turn by a clear transitional expression. 113 should
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Second Cardinal Concern

Skill 13 cont.

use a variety of transitional expressions easily. He should quickly grasp the
organization of material he reads that has this pattern of organization.

It is often effective to put several opening paragraphs on the board,
and later give much individual help, before the rest of the paper is
written. Otherwise frustration develops in trying to expand an
enumeration that fails to enumerate, that is overlapping, that
includes unrelated items, or for some other reason will prove
unworkable.

Skill 14

Intsmal signaling. The student is aware of the many ways in which the early
words in a sentence "signal" the structure that must follow. He uses these
signals to tie his sentences tightly together, and avoids violating them by a
slated construction.

The teacher may point out that a sentence beginning wile zore I..."
is absolute y committed as to its basic structure. Similarly a
sentence starting with *when" (nless it is a question) is almost
bound to include several more words and a comma before one comes
to the subject. Special emphasis can be laid on avoiding incomplete
comparisons (the word "more" not followed by "than" or "different"
not followed by "from" phrase).

Skill 15

LanimpaLeonstruction. The student fs aware of several types of paragraph
development, uses them in his own writing; end reads and listens with the help
of this fora.- consciousness.

The student may start with seve;a1 sample paragraphs provided by
the teacher, digesting that. in a single sentence. Thus he has
bundeveloped" the paragraphs and can now look more attentively at
what he has left out in his digests. Patterns will includes

Transitional openings and closings; recaps, questions,
extensions.

Topic plus restatement in different terms, different viewpoints.
Topic plus term. -by term explanation.
Topic statement plus parts, stages, evidence, examples.
Topio enumeration plus pointbppoint expansion.
question plus dummy answers plus accepted answer.
Statement plus exceptions or contradiction plus revised

statement.
Details plus summary or conclusion.



Second Cardinal Concern (32)

Skill 16

Change of tense. The student is able to make and to follow transitions from
one tf571Fglarronship to another. He chooses an appropriate tease for narration

and does not drift from one to another without a clear and effective transition.

Exercises should thke account of such tense indicators as Nis going to"
(future) and "used to" (past form of the customary present). The

student_should see that every tense involves two factors: first the

speaker takes his stand in either the present, the past or (rarely) the
future; then as of that mint, he speaks of either customary action,
action in progress, completed action, or impending action. A table
may be made:

Customary:
In proglass:
Completed:
Impending:

As of the present

I do
I am doing

I have done,
I am going to do,

am doing, will
do

As of the past
used to do, did
was doing, did
had done
was going to do

Second Cardinal Concern
Activities Skill 11

As of the future
will do
will to doing
will have done
will be ready to
do, about to do

Listening and Speaking - Ask children to hunt for a speech quoted in a
newspaper or magazine

Have them find the parenthetical expressions
This will serve a two-fold purpose

Writing - American, Our Language Today
125-140
269-271
282-287

Activities Skill 12

Writing - American, gar Ienguam Today
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Third Cardinal Concern: THE SPEAKING PERSONALITY

Introduction

Delight in tone, attitude, point of view, and style rests on the fact that
verbal expression always originates in a personality--real or fictional- -and
everything uttered bears the stamp of a personality, just as a photograph
implies the location of the camera even though the camera, of course, does
not appear in the picture. Delight in this Intuut quality of speech may begin
with the simple discovery that we can recognize people by the way they talk.
It is fairly sophisticated by the time the child begins to mimic consciously.

Characteristics of an effective "speaking personality" are several. It may
be an expression of one's real personality, nr it may be fictional. It will
have both a characteristic flavor of individuality and enough flexibility
to keep it related to different audiences, circumstances, subjects, and purroses.
Everything that tends to reveal the speaker comes in for attention, including
dialeot and usage levels.

Special uses include satiric iro:!7, the role of viewpoint in fiction, the
tactics of persuasion, and elements of literary style. The speaking personality
also may be analyzed as to honesty and sincerity (it may be that of an
unprincipled propagandist).

One of the most significant but neglected reasons for attention to this aspect
of language is i',13 importance for the self-concept of the pupil as writer or
speaker. One is constantly inventig for oneself speaking personalities to fit
new situations while yet somehow maintaining the continuity of one's inner
nature. For many this is the single greatest problem in writing or speaking, and
it is one of the principal hindrances to fluency. We sometimes cannot write
beoause, in a certain situation, we are not really quite sure who we are.

The implications for reading and listening are equally important. For not to
know quite who one is really means not knowing how one rolates to others. It is
chiefly through language, after all, that minds can touch and personal relation-
ships arise.

Skill 6

Bole rolszg. The child sees that when he pretends to be someome else, he
has to talk like that person. He realizes that the speaking personality may be
"pretend" and not the person who is actually speaking.

Children can imitate television characters. They can tell familiar
storiee from the point of view of different characters (Pretend you
are Cinderella's oldest sister and tell how she married the prince
because of unfair help).
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Third Cardinal Concern
Skill 7

Expassive enema. The child sees that personal energy is needed to make

words expressive. He reads wally with a sense of personality and expression,
but also builds this sense in his mind while reading silently. He expects
what he writes to convey as much energy as his speech.

It is especially important that the child be able to read his ovn
compositions aloud with expression and energy. Choral reading is
helpful in practicing to give energetic expression to something
other than immediate, living speech.

Skill 8

VarietZ of mood. The child notices that the stories he likes best have a
variety of moodssad, silly, joyous, touching, funny, etc. In telling of
personal experiences, he is able to convey the different moods appropriate
to different parts of the story.

Dramatizing familiar stories, and role playing, offer a chance for
the child to practice projecting emotions not his own. Whsn a child
tells of, say, a picnic or birthday party, he can bring out the
funny, the happy, the exciting, and the dull part. Hearing these
tones then becomci the listening acti-Aty for othe

Skill 9

Wee. quotation. The child can change indirect quotation to direct quotation,
and the reverse. He uses direct quotation effectively snd can punctuate it
properly. He sees it as a change in the speaking personality.

Ask the children who was speaking before the dialogue started in
a story they were reading. The idea should be established that in
any composition there is always a speaking personality, and that
direct quotation is simply a way for the main speaker (usually the
author) to get out of the way and let another speaker talc' over
briefly. The quotation marks can be compared to a window.

Skill 10

pia e occasion4. The child adopts language appropriate to different occasional
casual friends and family), polite (strangers and superiors), expert (shop talk,
talk limited to a clique). He distinguishes these from vulgarism (intent to shock).
He senses the relationship between speaker and listener that the selection of
these types of usage implies.

Role playing situations might allow the child to tell the same story
in several different types of usage.
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Third Cardinal Concern
Skill 11

(35)

Sustained mood. The student reads aloud and writes so as to create and support
a sustained mood, the Bence of incantation of a "story voice."

Choral reading and demonstration reading by the teacher are ways of
developing the long sustained flow as opposed to the chopped, con-
versational style or a punchy, omphabic cne. Children reading aloud
to each other in small groups : :.an concentrate on creating atmosphere--
making the story'a world in itself, carrying the listener along.

Skill 12

Tapping the unconscious. The student avoids writing that sounds too studied or
contrived, or too crabbed wad painful. He develops fluency by planning in advance
to threw away his first dreft, then simply talking to the paper, without regard to
correctness or form, leavirz these to be taken care of by revisions.

Frequent "forced writing periods" in which the student has the pressure
of a deadline help to develop fluency, providing the student tries to
write steadily and with clear handwriting, rather than in dashes. The
students can be asked to plan a paper, think it through, jot down a few
ideas, and then forget about it for a week, Then when asked to write on
it in class unexpectedly, they may discover evidence that the subconscious
has been at work.

Skill 13

Tone to suit purpose. The student adopts an attitude or tone that is appropriate
to his purposewhether to inform, persuade, convince, or ent,rtain. He is clear
in his mind as to what his purpose is. In reading and listening he notices the
tone and whether it agrees with the announced purpose.

A number of short talks before the class with a variety of purposes
provide an opportunity for working on this skill. Articles in current
magazines offer opportunities for typing to catch the purpose of an
author.

Skill 14

Relationship realism, In writing or speaking the student often assumes a role,
but when he is speaking in his own person to a real audience, he is realistic:
in defining his relationship to that audience and adopts an appropriate tone.

The teacher may mimic, for laughs, an imaginery student speaking to
adults in too bumptious and cocksure a manneror as though he thought
they were teenagers. He may mimic the overly apologetic, I-ainIt-no .good
attitude. In the students' compositions, it is important that they
frequently write for the actual readers-for the teacher alone if that
is the case, or for the class, or for publication in the school paper.
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Skill 15 (36)

Sincere identilt. In adapting tone to his audience and the occasion, the
student nevertheless remains true to his own Identity. He is not overly
sensitive to insincerity in the speaking and writing of others, but does
value the sense of directness and naturalness when he finds it.

Students should be aware that lack of humility and security is the
chief foe of natural sincerity. Tht teacher can help, but the
student must largely convince himself that he does not need to
put on a show and impress people--that in fact doing so almost
always backfires.

S.11.17_116

Pretended speaker. The student assumes that the apparent spesAer in any work
of fiction or poetry is a d:amatic creation unless there is definite reason
for supposing the author to be speaking in his own person. In creative writing,
he tried to adopt an interesting and appropriate speaking role.

Such stories as Robirson Cruse allow the student to consider the
advantages of pretending to speak in one's own person although the
events are actually imaginary.

Third Cardinal Concern
Activities Skill 11

Speaking - Have children record a poem or part thereof (better yet,
record an original poem or prose)

Play back

Also Choral
Referencesi

Have them decide if they sustained a mood.

Reading
list in Curriculum Guide pp. 70-81
Arbuthnot Antholcu
The Potatoes' Dance, Vachel Lindsa:

Our Larallag.s TOAL, American pp. 30-34

Activities Skill 12
Listening - The teacher may read a short story to them

Better yet, read to them the beginning of a story

Writing - Write an ending to the unfinished story

Ses Our Lan2uage Today, p. 306 - suggestions for topics

Speaking - Each is to read his original ending aloud

Perhaps, tell it - without notes if at all possible

This procedure promotes "thinking on their feet'
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Use this paper to write in detail how you used a successful activity to a
particular skill.

Name

Grade

How to motivate:

Date

Cardinal Concern No. Skill No.

Activities planned fors

Listening:

Speaking:

Writing:

How to culminate:

How to evaluate:

Comments:
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Forth Cardinal Concern; PATTERNS AND TEXTURES OF SOUND

Intr7,duotien

Delight in the sheer sound of words is of obvials importance in poetry. Though
it is often allowed to die out, this delight begins very early. The child responde
to the sound of nursery rhymes; he makes fanny noises for the fun of it; he repeats
favorite words, even when they are meaningless.

An ear for the rhythms of prose may to seen more important. A sense of phrasing
is particularly essential to ease of comprehension and precise emphasis. A pause
or an emphasis in the wrong place can often make the difference between meaning
and nonsense (or worse, between the right meaning and a wrong one).

The importance of vocal sound is not limited to oral reading, speaking, and
listening, of course. It may be even greater for written communication in that
the reader must then supply for himself elements 4-1 tone and meaning that the
writer would have conveyed by voice inflections had he been speaking,

In the skill levels balms, the pupil is lei to increasing discrimination and aware-
ness of speech sounds. He comes to enjoy the different textures of vowel and
consonant (thick, brittle, smooth, twangy). He responds to variations in pace
and the various patterns of stress and intonation. He is sensitive to the
rhythms of both prose and verse. He also makes use of sound sensitivity in
oonneltion with the homelier virtues of spelling and punctuation.

Skill 6

Consonant colors. The child enjoys the distinet°.ve sounds of individual words
and identifies them as buzzy, scratchy, chewey, crackly, slippery, etc. accord-
ing to the predominant consonant sounds. He recognizes the difference between
a consonant and a vowel and can Mr a word in syllables. He shop1:1 know the
terms consonant, vowel, and syllable.

Children might try writing an advertisement for some kid of crisp
toed, or for a luxuriously soft, easy chair, or for a baseball mitt.

Skill 7

The lalul_10117, The student sees that the rhythm of poetry is often due to
having a definite number of beats in each line. He is able to tell how many
beats are in a line. He is able to write verse with a regular beat (though perhaps
quite irregular in other respects).

Reading of strongly accented verse,
feet, clapping of hands, or maybe a
It io absolutely essential that the
mind before one is Baked to name w
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acoompanied by msrohing, tapping of
real dr-Am, is h.a rk.ad to this skill.

feel of a strong t :t be clear in the
imitate it.



Fourth Cardinal Concern
Skill 8

(38)

Appropriateness ofsound. The child appreciates examples of sound texture
that seem to fit the meaning of the words. He can choose words that are
appropriate to a particular description because of the sound. He recognizes
onomatopoeia under such a name as "echo words."

The children may be shown a cow bell, listen to its sound, and than
daaide 1.0:,her it goes "clink," "clank," or "clonk." They may think
of other onomatopoeic words for familiar sounds. Another exercise is
to start with a distinctive sounding word such as "gloom," ask them
to think of a scene that might be described by that word, then have
them think of other words that would have the right sound.

Skill 9

Variety of intonation. The child varies the intonation (tune, melody) of his
speech and that implied in his writing by the use of exclamations and questions
of various kinds and by statements with different tones of voice.

The group might practice turning questions into statements and
vice versa to show that different forms can convey tl' same
meanings "The lake was cold." -- Who would have thought the
lake was so cold?"

Skill 10

Variety in sounds. The child avoids accidental or meaningless rhymes and
repetitions. He seeks out interesting sounding words and sound combinations
and shows pleasure both in long, mouth-filling words and short, blunt ones.

Skill 11

Types of enunciation. The student is able to vary the style of his enunciation
to suit the occasion--light and staccato, stubby and angry, smooth and flowing,
eta. He oatches the style intended by an author. He writes so that when read
aloud his composition will have the desired sound.

The student should develop the hal-it of always reading his
compositions aloud before considering them finished and should
attempt to develop the "writer's ear." For examples of distinctive
styles of enunoiation, tape rcaordings of television and radio
news announcers and advertisements are helpful.

Skill 12

Variety in phrasing. The student varies the lengths of his sentences and of
phrases within sentences in a natural and interesting way. He appreciates
varied phrasing in what he roads and brings it out when reading orally. He

ueos punctuation to make the phrasing clear.

Development of this skill requires much oral reading, both of good
prose models and of the student's own writing.



Fourth Cardinal Concern (39)

Skill 13

92picna. The student appreciates the effects of all the consonant
sound:: by knowing more precisely how they are made. For each category he
knows how it is enunciated distinctly and how it affecta the texture of sound.
The categories:

Xxplosiveat (vciced) b,d,g,j, (voiceless) p,t,k,ch
Fricatives: (voiced) voz, zh, (voiceless) f,thle,sh
Nasal and liquid (both can be prolonged, end with a snap): m, n, ng,l
Semi-vowelst y,w,r
Aspirates: h, wh

Skill 14

22VIeljamg. The student appreciates the effects of all the vowel sounds by
knowing more precisely how they are made. For each category he knows how it
is enunciated distinctly and how it affect:: the texture of sound. Categories:

Bright vowels (lips open, tongue high): el, i, e, a, I
Broad vowels (lips open, tongue back): a, 0, u, ou
Dark vowela (covered, tongue low): aw, o, oo, BE, (and 7= yoo)
Central vowels (slack, indefinite): schwa, vocalic r, diphthong oi.

Skill 15

OILsoaUcnts, The student avoids cacophanous clue'srs of consonants
(00f the youths, seven-twelfths splashed in the water.") but uses and enjoy::
clusters when a pleasing thickness is appropriate.

An example from "Sanctuary," by Elinor Wylie: "Set each sharp-
edged, fire-bitten brick / Straight by the plumb-line's shivering
length..-0

Skill 16

Sound rezetitioni. The student appreciates the four major types of sound
repetition (rhyme, alliteration, assonance, consonance) as ways of emphasizing
a particular sound and establishing interesting patterns.

Advertising slogans are a rioh source of examples.

Ileggagg iggez, American, p. 219 Variant Pronunolations

Useful material could inolude among many others:

Gettysburg Address
Mark Twain selections
Pledge of Allegiance
Ogden Nash selection

Write - Limerioks - Write 0118 stens& (comparable to a hymn)
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Fifth Cardinal Concerns VOICE AND EAR CONTROL

Introduction

The skills listad for this area do not concern the formulation of thought, but
rather the transmission of words in a physical sense. The treatment of hearing
defects and speech impediments is outside the scope of th4s curriculum, but
much can be done to develop good enunciation, resonant tone, and aural dis-
crimination.

Some skill levels are not represented in this category. Skills are placed at
particular levels on the basis of difficulty, physical maturity of the voice, and
ease of correlation with skills in other areas.

Skill 6

Listening concentration. The child is able to catch the first words said when
he is listening, and can keep his mind from running ahead of the speaker so far
that it gets lost. He tries such techniques as listening for the sound of the
voice, repeating main ideas mentally, and making little summaries immediately
after listening.

Listening can be dramatized ("See who can 7:emember the most.")
The child should not be expected to listen well beyond a rearonable
attention span.

Skill 9

Pitch In order to make room for rich variety of expression, the child
uses a wide range of voice pitch, speaking normally at a pitch suitable to his
voice and varying it by occasional highs and lows.

Increasing the effective voice range is a noisy business, but fun.
Full-throated screeching and growling games, together with singing
exercises that push the high and low extremes of range will increase
the variety of pitch in speaking almost automatically and more
naturally than too explicit attention to speaking pitch. Choral
reading provides an ordarly setting for many such exercises, if the
selection is chosen for that purpose.

Skill 12

ygilelmelkIngrial. The student van control the rate of his speaking so as
to expreee the changes that meaning may indicate. He can speak quite rapidly
without losing distinctness. He can pause suddenly. He can speak slowly either
as a drawl or with spaced words.

Skill 14

glearATnnursoietka. The etudznt pronounces speech sounds clearly and distinctly,
without slurring or mushiness. TM fricatives really buzz or hies. The vowels
a, e, and i are precise and distinctly different. At the same time he does not
overpronounc or mouth his words.
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Sixth Cardinal Concerns EYE MOVEMENT AND DISCRIMINATION

Introduction

The skills listed for this area do not concern the formulation of thought, but
rather the transmission of words in a physical sense. Defects of vision can
greatly affect ability to read, and teachers should be alert to their possibility.
But beyond that, the eye must be trained to the habits that make for rapid, easy
reading.

The Skills listed here are not meant to replace the carefully graded and tested
materials that make up most modern reading readiness and reading aeries. They
are only to ensure that the pupil be made gradually more aware of the influence
of eye habits on his ability to read in various ways.

Some Skill levels arc not represented in this category. Skills rue placed at
particular levels on the basis of difficulty and ease of correlation with skills
in other areas.

Skill 6

Word carte. The child should be 4ble to focus on letters and parts of words as
well as on word outlines--to se. words 1-y syllables, to look first at the
beginning of the word, t notice spelling,

will 7

Sys comfort. The pupil is able to avoid eye fatigue while reading by such
techniques as avoiding glare of sharp light contrasts, focusing sharply by being
aware of paper texture) blinking, and glancing at tile distance from time to time.

The ruled for these skills will become much more intense in later year's,
but the eye habits are most easily established early, and some pupils
will already be reading enough to make the avoidance of eye strain
important.

Skill 8

Word attack methods. The child uses awareneas of familiar parts within words, to-
gether with context clues, to help recognize words. He recognizos compounds of
which the parts are familiar (dogcart, houseboat), possessives, and comparative
and superlative forms.

Skill 9

re-voice coordination. The child is able to keep his eye and mind far enough
ahead of his voice in oral reading to avoid stumbling, even if this means letting
the voice pause frequently at logical pointa.

4R
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Sixth Cardinal Concern

Skill 10

keel awareness_. The child should vary his reading speed to suit the nature of

the material. He should be aware that more rapid reading will often increase
comprehension. He should know how to time himself.

Skill

Atixense,skimming. The student skims rapidly and effectively in two ways: to
find a passage or a word known in advanai, and to form an idea of the general
content and organization of a selection.

Skill 12

kroofmnag tectut. The student can read his own or another pereonle writing
carefully for errors in spelling, punctuation, or grammar. He knows the most
common proofreader's marks. He knows what kinds of words to give opt:alai
attention to (their- there, who-whom, etc.) and is able to read word by word,
sentence by sentence without being carried away by the meantng. He knows the
technique of reading backward, ona word at a time, starting with the last word,
to catch spelling errors.

Skill 13

Skimming_forzeviem. When doing serious reading, the student ends by skimming
to fix in mind the overall structure, knows how to Plantain subdivide a selection
according^to the main ideas.

Skill 14

121t1IttialLSgtterna. The student practices zig-zag eye patterns and movement
straight down narrow (columns when reading easy material, and he expands his eye
span to take in larger blocks of print at a time, rather than being restricted on
all occasions to the left-right, one line-at-atime pattern.
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Seventh Cardinal Concern: HANDWRITING

Introduction

The skills listed for this area do not concern the formulation of thought, but
rather the transmission of words in a physical sense. Actually, of course,
handwriting is no more integral a part of English than typewriting; but it would
be obviously futile to try to divorce handwriting skill from writing. Nothing
in this category is meant to conflict with any of the reputable writing methods
now being used.

Sons skill levels are not represented. Skills are placed at particular levels
according to difficulty, orderly sequence, and ease of correlation with skills
in other areas.

Skill 7

BegjapjaLaLcursive. The child begins cursive writing, according to the
writing method materials in use in the school.

Skill 8

All cursive forms. The child writes correctly all upper and lower case cursive
forma, according to the writing method materials in use in the school.

Skill 9

Cursive fluency. The child can write a cursive script smoothly, rhythmically,
and gracefully. He is able to check his own letter forms against the room chart.

Skill 10

8impleputline. The child is able to arrange correctly on the page a simple
two-level outline.

Skill 11

Block indented quotation. The student usee accepted conventions for presenting
a longer quotation by indenting it as a block and arranges it tastefully and
neatly, whether the passage is prose or verse,

514
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Eighth Cardinal Concern: BODY AND li.'NVIRONMENT

Introduction

The skills listed for this area do not concern the formulation of thought, but
the physical circumstances that affect effective transmission of words. Some

skill levels are not represented. Skills are placed at particular levels on
the basis of difficulty, required physical maturity, orderly sequence, and ease
of correlation with skills in other areas.

Skill 9

Audilacto awareness. When reading orally, the child looks at his listeners
occasionally, not to see them so much as to project facial expressions and
attitudes. When speaking to a group, he also "talks with his face." When
listening he ra.:.-ta with his own facial expressions, if necessary doing so to
make up for the lack of sxpression in the speaker.

Skill 10

Reading references. The child chooses a place to read, when possible, where
such references are conveniently available as an atlas, an encyclopedia, a
dictionary.
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Ninth Cardinal Concern: SPELLING AND PHONICS

Introduction

The skills listed for this area do not concern the formulation of thought, but
rather the transmission of words in a physical sense, or more specifically with
the way speech is transcribed on paper. This includes both regular ;Telling
and the special spellings, symbols, and diacritical marks used to record
pronunciation.

Some skill levels are not represented in this category. Skills are placed at
particular levels on the basis of difficulty, orderly sequence, and ease of
correlation with skills in other areas.

Skill 6

§p_ellirrareness. The child notices spelling of new words, keeps a personal
spelling list, is able to copy even very difficult words accurately.

Skill 7

Spelline mnemonics. The child uses simple mnemonic devices in learning to spell
new words, chiefly finding associations with letters at the point of difficulty
( "The two 11's in collar are like the two points of a collar."), including the
finding of small words within larger ones Cal and LIAL in yesterday).

Skill 8

Pictionary pronunciation. The child is able to pronounce strange words from the
pronunciation symbols in a beginning dictionary. He learns the meaning of the
symbol schwa, even if not in the elementary dictionary, and learns how to accent
a strange word as marked (primary accent only).

Skill 9

Spelling suffixes and contractions. The child is able to spell common contractions
and to form plurals and common derivative forms according to simple rules. He

knows when to change Y to i before adding 11A, when to double a final consonant
before a suffix, when to drop a silent e before a suffix.

Skill 10

Exilakication. The child is able to divide words into syllables r:orreltly.

5 1:
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Ninth Cardinal Concern
Skill 11

SI...011&::apzvacties. The student knows several ways of fixing spelling in his
mind and knows which works best for him. He includes pencil-less writing on the
desk (kinesthetic approRch); visualizing the worda planted in flowers, cast in
concrete, done in skywriting, etc. (visual approach); makes up special "spelling
pronunciations," concentrates on the sound of the letters said over rhythmically.

Skill 12

Dictionary keys. The student can quickly learn the pronunciation symbols in an
unfamiliar dictionary by using the pronunciation key.

Skill 13

Homo rocedure. After several years of working separately on the more common
homonyms to-too, their - there - they're, etc.) the student becomes acquainted with
many of the less common homonyms and realizes that they offer special problems.
Ho adopts memory devices that take into account the meaninz of the word, rather
than just the spelling.

Here is a good occasion to go into the difference between spoken and
written language and the history of the English language's chaotic
spelling. The students may be brought to realize that "because people
have grown accustomed to it" is the answer to most "why" questions.

Skill 14

VAIingphoneticallz. The student is able to record actual pronunciation of
words using common diacritical marks and symbols: the macron and breve for long
and abort vowels, circumflex accent over o for the sound aw, the barred 4h for the
voiced fricative, and digraph zh, together with acute and grave kccents for
primary and secondary accent.

In Vriting words phonetically, the student should be allowed to write
what he hears. Even in amall claases dialect differences are likely
to appearand with this skill well in hand they can easily be explored.
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Tenth Cardinal Concerns LIBRARY TECHNIQUES

Introduction

The skills in this area do not concern the formulation of thought, but rather
the access to thoughts. Included is the use of various reference works and
at the upper levels, conventional forms for acknowledging sources of information.

Some skill levels are not represented in this category. Skills are placed at
particular levels on the basis of difficulty, orderly sequence, and eabe of
correlation with skills in other areas.

Skill 7

Book Harts. The child knows where to find the title page, table of contents,
introduction, and index of a book, knows what they are for, and can use them
to help in selecting a book in the library, in reading it, and in remembering it.

Skill 8

Dictionary and glossary. The child knows that good readers usually have a
dictionary handy whin they read. He knows that libraries always have dictionaries
available and that matsr books have a "little dictionary" in the back. In the
classroom each pupil should have a dictionary available at his desk.

Skill 9

Cardcatalog. The child can use the card catalog in the public library to find
a book title and author he knows.

In communities where library facilities are limited, this skill may
have to be delayed. Periodi field trips to the public library are
almost essential when developing library skills. Libraries in every
elementary school are a goal to be realized as soon as possible.

Skill 10

Atlas andgaleteer. In reading of different places on the earth, the child
use!' maps to help him imagine them more fully as well as pictures when available.
He is able to use a gaseteer and knows where to locate on*.

Skill 11

Znoy9.2.22ediaorts. The child uses the index volume, listing of authors, and
cross references in the encyclopedia. He knows the major encyclopedias by name.
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Tenth Cardinal Concern
Skill 12

(48)

Findtmatagazine articles. The student knows where the magazines are located
in available libraries and how to find out if the library has a particular
magazine. He knows how to find an article or. a given topic by using the
Reader's Guide.

Skill 13

SocaLreferviate. The student becomes acquainted with reference books on
special topics, literary handbooks, poetry indexes, short story indexes, etc.,
according to what is easily available.

The timing of this skill level will have to depend, probably, on the
student's promotion to secondary school and a school library, rather
than on his readiness in other respects.

Skill 14

Source references. In oral and written reports the student gives credit to
the sources of his information. It should be done informally at this level,
not by footnotes or other attempts at scholarly apparatus. He not only rejects
outright plagiarism, but sees that explicit reference to sources actually
increases the weight of hie words.

Skill 15

Dook classification. The student knows the ten main categories of the Dewey
Decimal System, knowl the 800'a in more detail, and knows the system for
classifying fiction in the local libraries.
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THE INFORMATION EXPLOSION AND HOW TO USE THE LIBRARY

I. The Programs School System Plan

A. "The program of teaching the use of the library and its resources
is a cooperative endeavor which involves the principal, the chairman
or head of department, the classroom teacher, and the librarian."

B. A Library Instruction Program consists of two parted

1. An orientation program, a major responsibility of the school
librarian

2. The group instruction program, a joint responsibility of faculty
and librarian, with the teacher taking the initiative for
scheduling conferences with the librarian for this purpose

C. The individual teacher develops the program so that it is fully,
inteRrated Wila classroom yak evclving naturally, not artificially
or arbitrarily, from the purposes and requirements of classroom
instruction.

II. The Program Specific School Building Plan

A. 'There is an over-all plan of instruotion in the use of materials
for the school as a whole, in which the areas of knowledge and the
types of skills* to be acquired by the students are defined and
allocated to the various sUbjeoto and grade levels of the curriculum."

B. *Instruction begins in the elementary school grades as soon as there
is evidence that library Skills sire needed, and continues expanding
in breadth and depth, as the student progresses through the various
grades."

O. Authorities recommend the following, which may be modified to fit
the child's needs or abilities:

First Grads

First semester - Story hour in the library at least once a week

Second semester
a. Orientation program
b. Children check out books from school library at least

once a veek

Second Grade

First semester
a. Step as Grade One

*See Curriculum Guide for each grade and subject aria.

0 1 2.
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b. Orientation for new pupils
c. Second semester-instruction at least once a week

(1) Learn that the library books are arranged on
the shelves alphabetically by the author's
last name, as soon as pupils have learned, the
alphabet.

(2) Correlate teaching of diegsumax with the
above.

Third Grade

a. Same as Grade Two, at least once a week and orient
new pupils

b. Review arrangement of books
e. Review dictionary
d. Learn to locate author and/or title in 0E4 catelo

Fourth Grade

a. same as Grade Two, at least once a week and orient
new pupils

b. Review all skills from Grades Two and Three
c. Review finding author and title card in catalog
d. Find aubjeot of book in card catalog (sUbjeot cards)
e. Teach use of encyclopedias (again by alphabetical

arrangement)

Fifth Grad*

a. Same as Grade Two, always locating books through
use of card cstalng and orient nev pupils

b. Review all skills from Grades Two, Three and Four
o. Teach use of atlas

Sixth Grad*

a. Same as Grade Two, at least once a week
b. Orient nev pupils
o. Review all ekilln from Grades Two through Five,

always using card catalog to locate books
d. Introduce use of maibridmed dictionary

Seventh Grade ,

a. Orientation pogrom for junior high library
(all students)

b. Reriew ill library skills in the use of card
catalog as need for books arises naturally through
classroom assignment

c. Review use of all general reference books introduced
previouely: dictionary, enoyolopedia, atlas,
unabridged dictionary
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d. Explain use of index volumes o sets of encyclopedias

Eighth Grade

a. Review use of junior high library according to situation
in individual buildings and orient new students

b. Review all library skills in use of card .:atalog an
need for books arisas naturally through -1a^sroom
assignment

c. Review use of general reference books
d. Emphasize biographical references particularly referring

to authors

(1) Junior 19.4. of Authors
(2) More Dior Authors
(3) Pagagdia of Authors

Ninth Grade

a. Review use of card catalog in locating library books
and orientation of new students

b. Complete the study of the card catalog: identification
of all items on the card

c. Compare and discuss high school and public library usE.ge

(1) various methods of book classification
(2) organization of books on library shelves

d. Review all general reference books as learned in Grades
Two through Eight, including more biographical references

e. Introduce use of wall Almanac, abridged peadersl Guide to
glzwisg Literature and specific references in U.S. History

Tenth Grade

a. Orientation of students as required for first use of high
school library (all students)

b. Pro-teat or diagnostic toot in use of card catalog in
conjunotion with specific class assignment

o. Pre-test or diagnostic test on reference books introduced
in junior high in conjunction with specific class
assignment

d. Re-test as needed
e. Introduce specifics reference books as needed for particular

subject *roast

(1 blgullgulA - unabridged
2 Historical atlases and biographical dictionaries

(3 Biographical sources for contemporaries

(a) 01NW. MP. ''''
(b) Alattat AARIVARM '

;73- =,.14 7),i -1: 10
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(1 Scientific encyclopedias and dictionaries
(5 Quotation dictionaries (differ in indexing)
(6) Dictionaries of social sciences and economics
(7) Statistical information

Eleventh Grade

a. Orientation for new students in school
b. Re-teach any skills* needed in conjunction with

class assignment
c. Introduce literary companion or handbook type

reference books

(1) Readers' Eboyclooedia
(2) Grangers' Index to roetry (in anthologies)

*See Curriculum Guide for each grade awl esibjeot area.

Twelfth Grade

a. Orientation for new pupils
b. Re-teach any Skills needed in conjunction with

class assignments
c. Introduce references specifically helpful for

senior research papers, debate, problims
d. Present differences in uses of college librari';

and publics libraries

Notes Since the use of the library by a class group is an extension of
olaesroom work, the teaoher accompanies all of his classes to the school
library and, for maximum effectiveness of the time available, works with
the librarian in assisting the students.

III. Specific Problems in Cheyenne Schools

A, Few or no centralized elementary eohool libraries

B. No elementary sohool librarians

O. Brief introduotion to card catalog at the publio libraries is not
suffioient or all.inolusive

D. Learning library akille at the junior high level now has to be
concentrated in the seventh grade when the librarian must endeavor
to make up for six years of more or less haphazard instruotion

E. Too much dependenoe upon publio libraries who serve rether than
instruot

F. Present school libraries are understaffed to do adequate job of
instruotion in all areas ,

1. Weed for adult clerks
2. Need for maximum faoulty cooperation
3. No study hall should bs the assigned responsibility of the librariaq



IV. The Teacher May Expect From Her School Librarian

A. Cooperation in planning special class assignments involving use of
library references

B. Curriculum anriohrant materials and other educational media

C. Access to special releases regarding publication of new books or
catalogues about books

D. A supply of the majority of titles listed in the supplemental lists
in The Curriculum Guide as well as those listed at the end of units
in most literature textbooks not in use in School District dumber One

E. Preparation of bibliographies on specific topics

Mildred Kujath, Librarian
Johnson Junior High School

Joy Risks, Librarian
East High School
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Use this paper to write in detail how you used a successful activity to a
particular skill.

Name Date

Grade

How to motivate:

Cardinal Concern No. Skill No.

Activities planned for:

Listening*

Speaking*

Writing:

How to culminate:

How to evaluates

Commenter
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